A.S. VOTING REACHES CLIMAX TODAY
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Film: ’No Exit’
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"No Exit," a film which reveals the
life styles three people choose to
avoid eternal damnation, will be
shown today at 3:30 and 7 p.m. In
Morris Dailey Auditorium. The film
is the eighth of the Classic Film
Series, free to the college community.
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Black Book Talks
As part of the W1,1(ly book talk
series, Dr. Charlene 1/01111g, fr
Black Studies, will review "Black
Rage" and "Black Families in White
America" today, The I k talk will
take place at 12:30 in the College
Union’s Umunhum Room
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A.C. Committee Delays Several Candidates To Consider Protest
Grading Policy Action
By ROBERT CAREDIO
Dally Political Writer
The Curriculum and Instruction Committee of the SJS Academic Council
delayed action earlier this week on proposed grading changes.
The council deferred to next month’s meeting a resolution changing the
traditional A through F grading system. The proposed grading system includes, A, B, CR (credit), or NC (no credit); or CR or NC.
The letters A, B, and CR represent passing grades; A for excellent; B
above average: CR for course requirements satisfied. NC indicates the student has not completed the class satisfactorily for some reason.
The resolution requires the A, B, CR or NC system be used for courses
required for the student’s major. "But in all other courses the students
have the option of choosing between the A through NC or CR/NC systems," the resolution explained.
"It will be the responsibility of the student to inform the registrar of his
choice of marking system," the resolution added. The choice must be made
by the eighth w2ek of the semester, according to the document.
A.S. Director of Academic Affairs Grady Robertson said the deferral of
the resolution "is what we planned." Originally, Robertson sponsored the
grading proposals.
Robertson predicts Academic Council will "have a full-scale debate" on
the grading change issue. He says the resolution "will probably not pass"
at the next meeting. However, "If we don’t get it this year we will next,"
he added.
The state-wide Academic Senate is working on a similar grading change
proposal, according to Robertson. This proposal will be submitted to the
State College Board of Trustees sometime in the near future.
Robertson asserted the resolution is "no change from the policy" which
he originally submitted. The proposal is in resolution form instead of catalogue form, he added.

With the possible charges of election
code violation and a ballot count
stretching into the wee hours of Thursday morning, the Associated Students
conducted elections yesterday.
Polling will continue today from 8:30
a.m. until 7:30 p.m. Polls are located
on Seventh Street, and in the vicinities
of the College Union, the old cafeteria,
the old Science Building, the Education Building, Joe H. West Hall (highrise dormitory), and Centennial Hall.
A printing error on some 700-800

ballots for lower division representative and graduate division representative to A.S. Council means these ballots will have to be hand counted,
election Board Chairman Bob Riner
said yesterday, Thus, results may not
be revealed until early Thursday morning. Rifler said that all results will be
released at one time.
A secretarial error on the instruction
sheet accompanying the ballots may
prove more costly. On the second hatch
of instructions, Mike Buckley, treasur-

Baillie To Face D isciplinary Panel
By MARY DOE GHERTY
and FRANK FERTADO
Daily Staff Writers
Evidence against Library Director
Dr. Stuart Baillie warrants a hearing
before the Disciplinary Action Panel.
However, five of the seven original
charges have been dropped for insufficient evidence, according to Dr. Whitaker Deininger, Investigating committee chairman.
After three weeks of study, the investigating committee submmited its
report to Acting President Hobert
Burns last Friday. The only two
charges not dropped by the committee
were ignoring recommendations of a

previous investigation and assigning
personal tasks to library personnel.
The first charge accuses Dr. Baillie
of ignoring recommendations made by
a previous ad hoc committee of the
academic council. He also is accused
of using library employees to wrap
personal gifts at Christmas time.
The five charges which have been
dropped include misuse of state funds
for non -state activities, signing blank
"claim schedules," hiring relatives, taking sick leaves and vacations without
filing proper forms and improper use
of consultant fees.
Dr. Rex Burbank, assistant academic
vice president, announced Friday that

Dick Gregory’s Final Visit Scheduled at SJS Today
Multi-faceted Dick Gregory will
make his last official visit to the SJS
Campus as Scholar-in-Residence today.
Gregory, noted as a civil rights lead-

er, author and comedian, will make his
first appearance at 10:30 this morning
on Instructional Television. At this
time, he will be interviewed by Dr.

Harry Galley Jr. of the History Department.
Unlike past Gregory appearances,
this ITV production will not be shown

Stei.ver
DICK GREGORY to make his final appearance today
ai San Jose States’ 1969.70 Scholar -in -Residence. Once

er candidate on the Renaissance ’70
ticket, was also listed on the New
Position ticket, in place of Bill Pedrick.
These instruction sheets went to the
polling places at noon, and the error
was caught "almost immediately,"
Rifler asserted. Pedrick’s name was
then penciled in. However, at one polling place Pedrick was added to the
Renaissance ’70 ticket. This error was
not corrected for about one-half hour.
Candidates have up to 48 hours until
after the election to file charges. None

again he will be on ITV and will sneak tonight at 6:30 in
the Loma Prieta Room of the Collego Union,

live over closed circuit television. Students who wish to see the interview
as it happens have been invited to
watch in AV 207.
’CLOSED’ SESSION
Following the ITV appearance, Gregory will be involved in a free-wheeling
rap session in Moulder Hall. This discussion, to be held in the residence
hall’s formal lounge, will be closed to
non-residents.
A spokesman for Moolder Hall expained that the valuables in the lounge
necessitated the security measure.
Gregory’s major addvess, which has
consistently drawn standing room only
crowds in the past, will be held at 6:30
p.m. in the Loma Prieta Room of the
College Union. In earlier visits to SJS,
the Scholar-in -Residence has directed
his major speech toward the problems
of youth.
Also to be held in the Loma Prieta
Room is the "Natural Soul Review"
which will be emceed by Gregory.
Scheduled to begin at 8:30 p.m., the
show will include Roland Mitchell’s 35member choir, Roger Collins, Li’l Graytin, and Warren Hickman and the
Natural Soul Band.
PROCEEDS DIVIDED
Admission for the review is $2 for
students who purchase their tickets in
advance, $2.30 for student tickets at
the door, and $3 for non-students.
Proceeds from the show will be divided between the EOP and the Black
Studies Department.
A special afternoon appearance by
Gregory will be presented at 4:30 today
in the Umiinhum Room of the College
Union. At that time he will speak on
"The Role of Civil Engineers in Society
As a Whole."

the hearing could take place as early
as this week. As of yesterday, however,
no hearing had been set.
Complimenting the investigating
committee, Dr. Burbank said, "The
committee has done a very thorough
job on a complex case. They’ve set a
precedent for these kind of cases."
PHONE CALL
Earlier, it was learned that off-campus officials were pressuring the administration to hurry the case. A phone
call from the chancellor’s office informed Dr. Burbank if immediate action was not taken, the case would be
taken out of the administration’s hands.
Dr. Burbank then spoke to the chancellor’s office again and received permission to go ahead on the local level.
Last week, two library employees
involved in the case against Dr. Baillie
were "temporarily transferred" from
the acquisitions department by Dr. Edward J. Harrington, academic vice
president.
Robert .1. Duman, former head of
acquisitions and a complainant against
Dr. Baillie, was transferred to the
position of library systems analyst Immediately, he demanded a job description.
According to Mrs. Martha W. West,
library systems analyst, "As of Tuesday, April 21, a special job description
had been prepared for Mr. Duman
and was on his desk awaiting his return.
JOB DESCRIPTION?
"Mr. Duman was on vacation and not
officially here in the Library since
Monday afternoon," remarked Mrs.
West. "There are two other library
systems analysts in the State College
system besides myself and Mr. Duman
neither has a specific formal job
description."
Also transferred was Mrs. Lorraine
Villagran, former senior clerk of acquisitions. She is currently working in
the reserve book room of the library.
Student Council, last Wednesday,
passed a resolution calling for Acting
President Burns to rescind the transfers until after the hearing.
Acting President Burns said he refuses to rescind the transfers and has
turned the matter over to Dr. Harrington, (torn whom all future action must
come.
When asked his reaction to the Student Council resolution, Dr. Baillie
said, ’Students have the tendency to act
on one side of the question without
looking at the other side."

had been filed as of 3:30 p.m. yesterday.
Grady Robertson, head of the New
Position slate, said he would consider
action depending on the outcome of the
election.
Steve Burch, vice presidential candidate of the Good Guys, said his ticket
was contemplating action.
Buckley, however, said he does not
Intend to file charges, hut would not

Beginning at 8 p.m. the RadioTelevision News Center will air live
coverage of the election returns over
KSJS-FM (00.7).
The broadcast will include Interviews with fmt-KoIng officers as well
as current eandidates. IRTN(’ will be
equipped with a direct hook-up to
the computer center for up-to-theminute tabulation results.
Coverage will continue on the campus radio station until the final election results are known,

make a final decision until he could
consult his running mates.
Presidential candidate John Merz
said he would not file action. Bill
Langan, head of the Renissance ’70
slate, and Joanne Minsky, head of the
Double Standard Party, were unavailable for comment.
As of 3 p.m. yesterday, some 1500
voters had visited the polls, according
to Rifler. This would put the pace far
below last fall’s record turnout, in
which 7,828 students cast ballots giving James Edwards a run-off victory
over Jim MeMasters.
If a presidential run-off is required
this semester, it will probably be May
7-8, Rifler said.
’
Ricer said the count tonight will be
completed as early as possible. "We’ll
do it as fast as we can," he explained.
"I’m not anxious to stay up all night."

PSC-Sponsored
SJS Voter Rally
An election rally sponsored by the
Progressive Student Coalition (PSC)
featured free Mexican food yesterday
in an attempt to encourage campus
voter participation,
The PSC is a student political party
supporting Chicano candidates for SJS
student and academic councils.
Live music was provided at the rally
by Teatro Urbane, a Chicano singing
and acting group, and tortillas and refried beans were heated and served at
the barbecue pits along with punch.
At varied intervals candidates of
the PSC gave short speeches asking
students to vote, and encouraging passersby not to zr shy about helping
themselves to the food.
Most of the students enjoying the
atmosphere of the wain, twos and
music wore Chicanos, but eventually
other students joined in, and some of
the other candidates for offices could
he seen walking around and talking to
students.
The same rally including the food is
scheduled again for today from 11 a.ra.
to 3 p.m. at the barbecue pits.
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Editorial

A Mandate Needed
1 ill fewer than 5,000 students decide the future course of A.S. government
on this campus? That is one of the most significant questions to be answered
tonidit %hen the ballots from the current A.S. election are counted.
If the trend which has developed throughout the campaign and through yester,las.- balloting continues, the answer is "yes."
3 p.m. yesterday. approximately 1500 ballots had been cast. The figure is
far below normal first-day turnouts, even taking into account the fact that a
Tuesday or Thursday turnout is traditionally smaller than a Wednesday turnout.
It would take a record second -day onslaught on the polls to even approach the
71.11011 sole figure.
\\ lit-titer it’s the lack of a charismatic candidate, a boredom with elections of
any kind after last year’s fiasco, or the usual " don’t give a damn attitude," which
ri-ponsible for the low level of participation. the result will be the same an
clerted student government that really doesn’t have the mandate it needs to work

Editor’s Notes

Daily Reporting Defended
TO

the Spartan Daily has refrained
g editorially on the "in uomme
in die SJS library. This will con111110. II) be our policy until a decision
con,- inn of the disciplinary action comIll

’late

I’

mtetheless, in the wake of charges being made against the Daily anti the two
’,porters uho have limn covering the librarv story. I think it is necessary at this
t out some of the facts behind
I till to p
!hi,. news story.
The two Daily reporters repeatedly were
infermed by those in command in the
library that this was an "internal squabble"
and not newsworthy to others on the campus. Yet. once the story was printed, the
letters We have received have shown tire
mentions interest on the part of students
and faculty regarding the situation in the
library.
hice the story was printed "interested
parties- halt- "grudgingly" stepped forward to tell us of the charges, counteranti whispered innuendos which
it WM’ be of interest to those reading
tb.I tries.
NIcaim bile, Dr. Raymond Stanley, chairman of the disciplinary action committee,
has informed us that he thinks the Daily
i- being unfair in printing this story at all
I iefore tile (’0101111 ttee reaches a decision.
Ile has gone so far as to say that while

he is not contemplating any action against
Daily reporters, he is considering action
against those who have supplied the reporters with information.
I should make it clear that no one has
questioned the credibility of these stories.
Everything that has been printed is true.
Finally, Mrs. Martha West, a library employee, has verbally attacked one of the
two reporters working on the story, insinuating that the reporter is biased against
Dr. Stuart Baillie because "he is not as
good looking as Robert Duman, deposed
head of the acquisitions department." Mrs.
West has gone so far as to send a letter
to Academic Vice President Edward J.
Harrington citing the actions of the Daily
reporters as being "another example of
the irresponsible journalism which has
characterized all of the Spartan Daily’s
comment on the present library situation."
It should be obvious that the Daily and
the two reporters in particular have been
caught in the center of an impossible
situation. They certainly cannot please
everyone. The reporters are not attempting
to distinguish the "good guys" from the
"bad guys." I believe they have done a
fair and accurate job of reporting the
news as it is uncovered. I will continue to
support their actions and denounce the
rantings of such opportunists as Mrs. West,
who obviously don’t know what the hell
they’re talking about.
B.B.

Guest Room

‘Law, Order, and Efficiency?’
By PHIL WANDER
Gov ernor Reagan’s pleas for law, order,
through the last minute intervention of
and efficiency on campus oblige us to
Officer Graham were the wallets removed
exa ’
the events at the recent "Spartan
from the sale. The obvious questions are:
spear- Lost and Found Sale."
why were not the people (students are
s.eitritv beaded by Chief Earnest Quinpeople) who lost the billfolds notified
III Ito, before the sale handed over
names and addresses did appear, and why
art i.1.- it had accumulated to SJS Movers
was Security ignorant of how credit cards
Buildings and Grounds Employees) for
work?
storatle. The articles then were given to
Another exciting event was the sale of an
-Tartan Spears for the sale. Among the
8800 Civil Defense Survival Kit containing
items marked for auction were nine waltwo geiger counters and a short wave radio.
let.: along with driver’s licenses, credit
Sold to a state employee, Mr. Al Hultberg,
card-. and photographs was included, in
for 82.50, it was finally retrieved by Mr.
(ine ease, tlie itnmigration papers of one
Ed Bischoff, of Buildings and Grounds,
Pedro ksila, a student from Mexico. Only
when it was learned that the Kit was required to measure atomic fallout.
One more question, out of the hundreds
of books lost each term on campus, none
appeared at the sale
what happens to
The Daily will consider and is seeking Guest
such books? They are not, if the wallets
Editorials and Guest Rooms from SJS stuare any indication, returned to people bedents and faculty members on matters affectcause of names and addresses appearing on
ing the campus and its students.
the covers.
Arrangements for writing such materials
We can expect more of this comprehenmay be made with 11. L. Beadle, Daily Assosive approach to law enforcement as Chief
ciate Editor, between 2 and 9:30 p.m. in the
Quinton recently hired an old friend of his
Daily Office, JC208. Final decisions on use of
from Idaho Falls, one Curtis D. Young.
guest articles are reserved to the Editor.
If Quinton offers us any evidence of what
Guest copy should be typed double spaced
we ran expect of Young, we may have a
on a 40-space line.
chance to bid on the Library next year,
if one remain’.

Guest Articles

’What Will
You Do?’

-

saws-A-Ls-NI c.A.s.:s eriel
FAMOUS QUOTES .....The streets of our country are in turmoil. The universities
are filled with students rebelling and rioting. Communists are seeking to destroy
our country. Russia is threatening us with her might and the Republic is in danger.
Yes, danger from within and without.
"We need law and order. Yes, without law and order our nation cannot survive.
Elect us and we shall restore law and order ..."
Adolf Hitler, in an electioneering
speech, in Hamburg, Germany, 1932.

Thrust and Parry

Library Controversy Builds
Renu)vals Unjust’
Editor:
I am employed as a student assistant In the
Acquisitions Department of the Library. Mr.
Duman, acquisitions head librarian, and Mrs.
Villagran, senior clerk, received directions
from Dr. Harrington, the Academic Vice
President, stating their transfers from the
Acquisitions Department.
Previously, the department had been accused of a deficiency in the amount of work
produced in a report by Dr. Baillie, the head
librarian. Not given the opportunity to answer
these allegations, Mr. Duman and Mrs. Villagran were seemingly removed without due
process.
As a member of this department, I can see
no signs of this alleged deficiency, and to me
the removals seem unjust
Judi Perotti
Al 2745

’Mysterious Events’
Editor:
I am writing this letter as a concerned student and employee of the San Jose State
Library Acquisitions Department. I was greatly disturbed to learn that Mr. Duman, head
of the acquisitions department, and Mrs. Lorraine Villagran, Senior Clerk, were transferred
from their respective duties in the department on April 17.
I have worked in the acquisitions department as a student assistant for three years.
In this time, I have grown to respect and
admire Mr. Duman and Mrs. Villagran as
two dynamic, competent supervisors who have
never wavered in their quest for improved
library techniques and most important of all,
in their service to the student body.
Since I have worked in the acquisitions department, I have witnessed important changes
in receiving, ordering and accounting procedures which not only have improved the overall efficiency and quality of the department,
but which have aided professors and students
in their requests for new and expensive library materials. It Is, indeed, a shame that two
competent and conscientious supervisors such
as Mr. Duman and Mrs. Villagran be removed
from their positions when they have served
the library and college community so well.
As a student I deeply regret their removal
and I sincerely hope that the student council
will make a thorough investigation into the
mysterious circumstances of their removal.
And as an employee of the acquisitions department, I shall always be grateful and never
forget the respect and consideration which I
was shown by Mr. Duman and Mrs. Villagran.
Karen collier
A 15885

’Political Interests’
Editor:
As a student assistant in the Acquisitions
Department of San Rise State College Library,
I am indignant over the removal of Mr. Robert
J. Duman and Mrs. Lorraine Villagran from
the above department. They have been removed in the midst of an investigation of the
Library administration by the Committee on
Disciplinary Action and a pending grievance
by Mr. Duman relating to tenure. They were
removed without adequate notice and they
received the removals at their homes in a
directive from Dr. Harrington, Acting Academic Vice President.
In a recent report from Dr. Baillie, head
librarian, the Acquisitions Department was accused of a drastic reduction In production and
efficiency (Spartan Daily, April 10). Dr. Bernie

stated in his report that there was an immediate need for the transfers of Robert
Duman and Lorraine Villagran. Neither Mr.
Duman nor Mrs. Villagran have been given
the right to answer these allegations. Instead
they have been conveniently moved to less
noticeable places and the case was closed before it opened.
Dr. Deininger, in a letter to the Spartan
Daily last week (April 16), stated that
Dr. Baillie has been tried and convicted by
the Spartan Daily. I would suggest instead
that Mr. Duman and Mrs. Villagran have
been tried and convicted by the administration without due process. If Dr. Deininger
would re-read the articles in the paper he
would see that they simply stated the grievances which have gone through legitimate
channels and are certainly not secret to the
public. Dr. Deininger goes on in his letter to
applaud Dr. Baillie for not making a statement.
Dr. Baillle made no statements, he simply
arranged for punitive action (the transfers)
in an attempt to silence freedom of speech
and press.
I would like to know if Dr. Harrington, who
has followed the library director’s wishes for
the removals, has really investigated the situation. I presume he would not want to be
removed from his job on the word of a report
which he was not allowed to contest. I certainly would not. And this removal condemns
me also, for I am a working member of the
department. As a student, the removals also
affect me for I want a library that is run in
the interest of the students not in the interests
of politics.
Marylyn Klein
B 03501

’Bureaucracy’
Editor:
The director of the Library, Dr. Stuart
Baillie, has recently been able to transfer
Robert Duman and Lorraine Villagran from
their positions in the Acquisitions Department.
Mr. Duman and Mrs. Villagran are respected
very highly by their co-workers. They are
competent administrators and diligent workers. They have one fault, however: they dared
to ask that others be as capable as themselves.
For this reason, and this reason alone, are
they being transferred.
Ar a student I can see many way; in which
the Library fails to serve the student body. As
a part-time employee of the Library I have
seen that these faults are largely bureaucratic.
It is this bureaucracy that institutes an illegal and inefficient security system (the
watch dogs at the doors). It is this bureaucracy that limits student use of books, records
and artwork while allowing virtually unlimited
use by faculty members. It is this bureacracy
that is transferring Mr. Duman and Mrs.
Villagran. As usual, the students and the taxpayers will suffer by this. I urge the student
body to oppose the transfer of Robert Duman
and Loraine Villagran.
Larry Boalea
D 00728

EDITOR’S NOTE. The Thrust and Parry section of the
editorial pag offers students and faculty chance to
express their views on campus, local, national or international issues. Space is allowed to encourage written
debate on such current affairs. Contributions to
Thrust and Parry must not exceed 250 words, must be
typewritten, double spaced within 45-space margins
and properly signed with the writer’s name and faculty
or ASB number. The Daily will not print letters which
are libelous, in poor fast., or include personal attack.
The editor 00000 vas the right to edit or cut letters to
conform to space limitations and to cease publication
of letters dealing with subjects he believes have been
exhausted.

Dear Governor:
The tragic loss of Kevin Moran impels
me to write you.
I wonder what and when -- you anti
I are going to do something more someto deal not just with the
thing real
effects of campus unrest, but with its
causes.
Friday -- before Bill James, student
body president at University of California
in Santa Barbara, issued the call for help
to which Kevin Moran responded and went
to his death, Bill James called me and
asked me to help. He told me that earlier
with
that day he had tried to call you
no response. He told me that earlier that
day he had tried to call Lieutenant Governor Reinecke, got only as far as his staff,
intended for
no response. Bill’s message
you, for the Lieutenant Governor, and for
me---was that the situation in Santa Barbara was so tense that, absent outside assistance, he feared the night would not pass
without blood being spilled.
Governor, in response, I called President
Charles Hitch of the university and asked
him to act, and he promised me he would
immediately contact Chancellor Cheadle at
Santa Barbara. I called Bill James back
later that night, and we discussed my
going to Santa Barbara: Bill suggested I
g here to
could do more good by rem
attend Lieutenant Governor Reiineeke’s
dinner Saturday night, and talk with him
about Santa Barbara. I did that.
Governor, I feel I didn’t do enough.
Governor, I don’t know that you did
erhap
anything.
Governor, If I had responded
Govmore to Bill James’ call perhap,
ernor, if you had responded at all to Bill
James’ call, Kevin Moran would not have
had to respond to Bill James’ call.
Governor, I abhor violence, I neither defend nor condone it. But dealing with its
symptoms and calling people names, and
blaming others, does absolutely nothing
to prevent violence.
I believe it is my responsibility to do
more, much more and it is likewise your
responsibility, and that it is likewise the
responsibility of each and every Californian, to do something more, creative
to deal with the causes
and preventive
of campus unrest in California.
I know what I’m going to do now, Govcontinue my efforts to promulgate
ernor
and effectuate the 18-point positive program I proposed last June, which seems
even more timely now.
wonder what you are
Governor I
going to do?
In discussing the Moran tragedy, you
used the word "inevitable." Governor,
would you meditate upon the use of that
word by a young man who was recently
name was John F. KenPresident his
nedy, and he understandingly said: "those
who make peaceful evolution impossible-make violent revolution inevitable."
Governor, what will you do?
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’Barb’ to Bank of America
,’llIiIIIIlt ill

SJS Grad ’Switches’
By BILL DREriatt
Daily Staff Writer
SJS graduate Pat Heffernan is
a rare bird indeed.
How many people can end up
with a Bank of America public
relations job after a colorful career as editor of an underground
publication, staff member of the
Berkeley Barb, and rider with the
San Jose Nightriders’ Motorcycle
Club?
Sporting long nalr and wirerimmed glasses while dressed in
his accustomed hippie earl, of
overalls and workshirt. the 1966
journalism graduate has hen Hying back and forth j’cress the
state as a public relations consultant to James Langton. eta cutler vice president of Belk of
America. Specifieally, Pat serves
as a "go-between- for the B of A
and the activist element attacking it. He strives to keep the
people in the streets informed on
the truth about the bank.
MISLVFOILMATION
"There is a lot of misinformation about Bank of America that
is being used as a platform to
launch radical attacks" states
Pat, concerning the recent assaults upon the bank by activists.
He comes to this conclusion after
having thoroughly researched the
practices and policies of B of A
before accepting the P.R. job.
According to Pat, the B of A
has not directly profited from
the war in Vietnam as have many
U.S. corporations. At the same
time, the bank has shown a concern in the social environment by
setting up a $150 million fund for
poor Black families to buy homes
at profitless interest rates. fn the
same vein of social responsibility,
the bank has helped poor Blacks
get jobs and migrant farm workers get protective legislation.
While finding 13 of A involved
in a number of programs constructive to society, Pat also has
found those who would keep the
bank in ill favor with many. As
a result, he is urging 13 of A to
make a definite statement against
the war in Vietnam from the
standpoint of morality and not
merely economics. To show sincerity after such a statement.
Pat feels that the bank should
then close its Saigon branches.
(B of A’s Saigon branches have
not been profitable. anyway).
’ACID HEAD’
In his college days, Pat was
one of the early "acid heads."
It was during this period he became a close friend of Bill Craddock, author of the book "Be Not
Content." On the acid and motorcycle kick, the two rode for a
time with the Nightriders.

spaghetti
dinner?

Labeled a "campus radical" at
SJS, Pat served as news editor
of the Daily and writer of the
radical column "Rebel Rouser."
He continued his activist journalism articles in the Berkeley
Barb and in his own underground
publication called New Student.
Pat also had the distinction of
being arrested on the street for
selling the radical "Spider Magazine."
Pat believes he was hired by
B of A because he will be better
received by the activists and radicals than would a conventional
corporation P.R. man.
"I’ve lived in the streets myself. I talk the same language as
the people in the streets."
CIVIL WAR
Although he feels that carporaBons are operating with more
social consciousness than before,
Pat sees the threat of civil war especially in the U.S. cities. If
this threat is to he curtailed, he
believes it must be done by the
corporations in the country.
"Corporations are going in the
right direction. bat at a snail’s

NO CREDIT?
"All the peace marches in the
world won’t do one tenth us good
as one corporation refusing to
give a credit line to the government to build bombers or tanks."
The ultimate social structure
Pat Heffernan hopes to see is a
controlled capitalist society with
a large social conscience. To
those who advocate scrapping
capitalism. Pat would say. "Capitalism has gotten the most goods
so I have
to the most people
to go along with it until I see
something work better."

The special student discount
was arranged through the Associated Students, Student Services
West, Inc., and the tire warehouse.
Tires are available in all fiberalas belted and non -belted 70 and
78 series, and conventional Passenger, radial, boat trailer, pickup, and truck styles.

at the University ut California campus in Berkeley pelted
police with rocks, bottles, cherry
bombs, and dirt clods yesterday.
Police momentarily dispersed
the crowd with a barrage of tear
gas However, the demonstrators
reappeared with a super slingshot weapon.
The slingshot - catapult was
made from four lung pieces of
elastic surgical tubing. Fastened
to the tubing was a leather
pocket.
The catapult device was held
by demonstrators, the pocket was
pulled back, loaded with rocks or
parts of bricks, and fired at

Monroe E-Z ride shock absorbers range from $4.30 to $14.95
each. Premium quality passenger
re-treads run $8.80.
All prices are cash and carry,
with mounting, balancing, and
installation available if desired.
Promotional literature and
price lists are posted on many
campus bulletin boards and are
also available in the College
Union or the old College Union at
315 S. Ninth St.
Stephen Lieurance is president
of Student Services West, Inc., a
non-profit organization operated

by SJS students to provide low cost services to students.
He commented, "What with tuition and all of the other costs of
going to school rising, we as students need every financial break
we can get.
"This tire program is one of
many student discount programs ! we have been developing for the
California State Colleges, as a .
benefit of the mandatory student
body card purchase," he added.

A United Front plan to infiltrate an Army ROTC classroom
backfired yesterday as only six
protesters showed up for the ’
class.
The instructor asked the students to leave and they irrunediately did so.
The anti -ROTC United Frnnt
group had circulated hundreds of
leaflets Monday in an attempt to
convince students to attend the
class and "find out what’s being
taught" in the ROTC program.
I
Tentatively, the protesters plan
to hold a "mock trial" on Seventh
Street Tuesday with the ROTC j
as the defendant.

demon-

strators

In the meantime. Pat continues
his tight schedule of statewide
plane hopping to keep peace between the people in the streets
and the biggest bank in the
world.

ROTC Classroom
Not ’Infiltrated’
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Another A.S. Benefit;
Student Auto Discount
Although registration fees
went up again this semester, SJS
students can now reap one more
benefit from that $74 piece of
paper called an AS. card.
Students can now buy tires at
half the listed factory price and
shock absorbers at wholesale
prices (Capitol Tire Warehouse,
1760 Rogers Ave.)

SPARTAN

The fired missies missed police,
but reportedly hit members of
the crowd near Sather Gate
Serious violence was averted!
on campus until anti -war protesters reacted at the arrests of
three demonstrators

Draft Can Reduced
Secretary of Defense Melvin R.
Laird said yesterday, draft calls
this year may be reduced to as
low as 150.000 men -about
100,000 under original plans because of troop withdrawals
from Vietnam.
Draft calls this year through
May total 84,500. This suggests
that quotas could decline to an
average of just over 9,000 a
month for the last seven months.
Laird said this is, "a direct result" of progress in Vietnamitation and concurrent cuts in over-

MAY SPECIAL
Term Papers

I real,

AfthotiiIted

Ii I S
Tht dril
took nearly 290,000 men last
year, with sharp reductions setting in late in 1969 as the Vietnam
troop withdrawal took hold.

:%

One-Mon Sloop

young Japanese sailor began
sailing his 26-han sloop singlehandedly to Japan Tuesday.
Miyoshi Takeuch i, 23, was
towed out the Golden Gate by
powerboat skipper Mike Hacker.
Outside the gate he cast off and
began his 6,000 mile voyage
under sail.
Takeuehi piloted his boat
across the Pacific last year and
spent several months preparing
for the return.
The boat has a 35 gallon fresh
water supply but no refrigeration

off he hoped to stop in the ll. waian Islands in two or Os ii.,
weeks.

Third NBA Game
Momentum and home court advantage have changed to the Los
Angeles side as the Lakers and
Knicks move to Liss Angeles to:.
tonights third game of the NBA
championship finals.
The Lakers evened the series
up at one game each in New Yink
Monday night as the Laker
Jerry West sank two free throe...
with 46 seconds left in the game.’
and gave the Lakers a 105-103j
victory,

and no engine.
It,. told friends wht,

30.9
33.9
Ethyl (100+ Octane)

serve yourself and

save

prices subject to change
without notice

FREE Booklet

COMPUTER CAREERS

Job Opportunftlaa
Career Advancernare
Training Raquiraratiale

GASOLINE
Regular (t5 Octane)

Buckley
Langan.
"1 us.’ Purtnership-

Answers Your Questb1116
About:
salaries

MY
OWN.

him
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FORGOTTEN
STt DENTS!
Renaissance ’70 will provide departmental representation on 4.5. council
fa see you are rememher.v1!
’1(11) %V!

Berkeley Militants Pelt Police

pace. Violence will be escalated
because the corporations move
too slowly and, frankly, burning
banks is fun."
Similarly, Pat feels that the
fate of the Vietnam war also
rests on the private corporations
in our country.
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Train on IBM 360 Computer
Accredited Member NATTS
Aiody oak/ a 94 sd
(That’s the trouble.)
A very personal problem..,
yet women who are
confident are using
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Hygienic Deodorant
Spray to be sure, the
deodorant that is made
for women only.

25 N. 14th, San Jose 915112
286.9622
An Educational Affiliatia of

CONTROL DATA

Available also in the
cleansing towelettes.
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Vacation Sale!
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STUDENT
SERVICES WEST
Round trip to TOKYO $350
your place

Round trip to EUROPE $299
New European charter added:
Leave June 24Return Aug. 30
Contact:
LOIS DICKINSEN
Bldg. BB
315 S. Ninth St.
For complete travel programs
Available only to CSC stuand information on tours,
dents, faculty, staff, and their
travel insurance, I.D. cards,
immediate families. Sportsored in conjunction with Au.
jobs abroad, rail passes, end
car leases and purchases.
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The Action
Mart Slacks

1560 North First Street
San Jose
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The Man Is Interested!
SPECIAL!!!
980 value
For 690
When you

present

BILL
your

Student Body Card at
your neighborhood PAPA
LUIGI SPAGHETTI DEN
you can enjoy a delicious, lo-cal spaghetti
dinner for only 693.

evelusw boot slit and heal-toIce

KETTMANN’S

PAPA LUIGI
SPAGHETTI DEN
905 S. Bascom
286-5352
(Corner of Fruitdale)
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’Riverrun’

People, Plot Realistic
By RANDY MILLER
Daily Entertainment Writer
Life duesn’t stop when you
leave the Berkeley scene. It
comes at you full and strong like
when you deliver your own baby.
This is the feeling evoked by
John Korty’s new movie, "Riverrun."
"Riverrun. past Eve and Adam’s, from swerve of shore to
bend of bay . . ." These are the
opening words of James Joyce’s
cryptic masterpiece, "Finnegan’s
Wake."
Like the literary classic from
which its title is derived, the
motion picture premiere "Riverrun" is infused with a crystal
honesty in dealing with the problems of today: the quest for a
meaningful lifestyle, youth versus
age, and the struggle of the city
against the country.
POLAR POINTS

DANCE THEATRE ’70 ...unconventional treatment

Dance Group Covers
Variety of Emotions
By LINDA JOY FENLEY
Daily Stall Writer
Attending Dance Theater ’70,
which opens tomorrow night, is
analogous to a walk through an
art gallery.
The program, without a specific overall theme, covers varieties
if moods and movements. Each
dance is an art piece which can
be loved or hated for what it is.
Each piece deserves its own reaction.
With this variety, Mina Zenor,
artistic director and assistant
professor of Women’s FE., notes.
"Dance ’70 should hit everybody’s
feelings." There are classical traditional datives as well as avant
garde and surrealistic representations. Some dances are light and
nonsensical while others are
heavy and serious.
Seen this way, Dance ’70 is an
art gallery or a showcase of a
year’s work.
seven students in this semest- I
er’s darter production class were
in charge of putting the program
the
selected
They
together.
dances from some made last semester in the dance production and
composition classes.
They choreographed some .:1
the dances, created costumes, anti
were responsible for the technical
aspects of producing a concert.
The major portion of the program will include original faculty
works choreographed by Miss
Zenon Carol HEM’S, and Annette
Macdonald.
The concert will be presented
in the dance studio, PER 262,
Thursday, Friday and Saturday
beginning at 8:15 p.m this week.
Next week it will be shown in
the Old Town Theater in Los
Gatos on Friday and Saturday at
8:15.
Admission is $I for students;
$1.50, college faculty and staff;
$1.75, general admission; and 75

Solo Recital

Is A..S. Gov’t.

-aocceocc000mexpacioecvzo,
Go to ...
Hunter’s
4
Sales, Rentals, Service

president to mime
his .sureessor regardless of ability?

VOTE TODAY!

It’s Jules
For Jewels

1st Class Tours
San Jose to San Jose
15 days $504 22 days $744
29 days $44 Qualify
accommodations and meals

Suite 209 4250 Williams Road, S.J.
Telephone: 257-2257 and 257-7110

NO SUPERSTARS

For The Best Looking

John NicLiam, Louise Ober and
Mark Jenkins are the protagonists of -Riverrun," produced by
Stephen Schmidt on the Northern
California coast. They are not
typical Hollywood actors. They
look like people one might meet
or know. I realize this aspect of
the film will bore typical movie
viewers who go to see so-called
superstars.

KSJS
News Log
6:00 NER’SLINE. Just because things around
campus have taken the
spotlight . . . that
doesn’t mean the
world’s come to a
standstill. Tom McGuire and Bill Jordan
report.
6:10 SPARTAN SPECTRUM. The spotlight!
All the campus news
... including the latest
election coverage. Jeanette Ruff and Ken
McGurn fill you in.
6:25 SPARTAN FOCUS. A
repeat of an awardwinning documentary
on Pt. Reyes by Sandy
Olives.
Live election coverage starting at 8 p.m.

However, "Riverrun" presents
an honest conflict, moving realism, and a shocking climax. But
will anyone see it?
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ELECTION COVERAGE

For reservations
Phone 292-1266

at Alma

LIVE FROM THE RADIO TV NEWS CENTER

EUROPE JET FLIGHTS

’275 ONEE
I3. WAY

LONDON
LONDON

ROUND

TONIGHT AT 8:00

TRIP

ELECTION RESULTS
Via direct hookup with computer center

INTERVIEWS

Phone (415) 392-8513

UNTIL ALL
RESULTS
ARE IN

WORLD & NATIONAL NEWS
CAMPUS CALENDAR

With

candidates and out-going officials

San Jose Stale
College Radio

MAIL TODAY FOR FREE FLIGHT INFORMATION
CHARTER FLIGHTS
995 ’Market Si., San Francisco, I:a. 90103

1

The misunderstanding is deep,
bitter and cannot be resolved
even with love. Gradually the
three people become polar points
of tension building to a powerful
climax.

EUROPE

John Korty, emerging from
underground film -making, wrote
and directed "Riverrun." As in his
previous
work
(’The
Crazy
Quilt" and "Funnyman" I, he
combines a brooding countryside,
the casual use of strong language, and the drama of natural
events to make his impression
upon the audience.

ORDER YOUR
OFFICIAL
COLLEGE RING

SUMMER & FALL
JET CHARTER FLIGHTS
(Many Flights to Choose from)
These flights are open to students, faculty, staff
employees and their immediate family
FOR SCHEDULES, CALL or WRITE

a place for one

RIVIAISSANCE 70

TicStu- I
01,1
Los

1401 South First

James Hawley, senior music ,
major, will present a solo recital
of French horn and brass literature tonight at 8:15 in Concert
Hall. Admission is free.
The program will include Moreeau de Concert by Saint-Saeris.
Concerto for Horn by Franz
Strauss, and Toulenc’s Sonata for
Dorn, Trumpet, and Trombone

LANGAN
SELF
BUCKLEY

cents for persons under 16.
kets may be obtained at the
dent Affairs Office or the
Town Theater Box Office,
Gatos.

Because the movie presents life
as it is, the viewing audience
will probably find "Riverrun" anfilm
the
However,
amusing.
irresistible
the
with
pulses
strength of art and --- like Joyce
- - mirrors the experience of the
entire world in one simple setting.
The source of "Riverrun" is a
farm overlooking the ocean north
of San Francisco. Two students
young pregfrom Berkeley a
nant woman and the father of
are working out their
her child
lives far from the crises of urban America.
The girl’s father, a merchant
seaman, comes to visit and brings
the "generation gap" with him.

The young couple’s gentleness is
to him, indifference. Their simplicity is stupidity. And their desire to find their own way is
just rebellion against adult authority.
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Wettnesday,

440 Dash, Pole Vault
Highlight Invitational
As in tlw past, Stouto.ly’s SJS
Invitational track meet will feature several events with outstanding competition. Howes er,
the caliber of the other events
is nothing to laugh at.
The top events will be the 440,
featuring Martin McGrady and
Lee Evans, and the pole vault.
with John Fennel, Bub Seagren.
and Dick Railsback,
Sprinters Ben Vaughn and Jim
White of the Army will give SJS’
Kirk Clayton good competition.
Vaughn and White both have run
the 100 in 9.3, and White has a
220 time of 20.4.
Clayton has run the 100 in 9.3
and the 2’20 in 21.0 this year
and has been beaten only by John
Carlos this season.
Neville Myton, who is unbeaten
in the 880 this year, will face a
tough field in Jerry Van Dyke of
the Army (1:48.11 and Bob Mar-
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Spring Practice Ends
In Water Polo Win

!

re
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Weddings, Portraits,
Publicity . . .

Joe Martinez
135 Spence Asc.
Milpitas. Calif. 95035
262-2677

team was Bill Gerdts, who earned
All-American honors for the second time last fall, with four
scores. Dennis Belli and Bruce
Prefontaine each put two in the
goal while Greg Swan and Jack
Likins had one apiece.
Another outstanding performer
for the Alumni was Bob Likins.
who turned in a creditable job at

Despite nearly an all All-American lineup, SJS’ alumni water
polo team was defeated by the
Spartan varsity squad 12-10 last
Friday night.
The alums took the early lead.
leading 14) after the first period,
but the sarsity came back with
six goals in the second period and
kept the advantage.
The varsity squad was sparked
by its own All-Americans. Mike
Monsees and Stan Weiss, who
each had four goals. Other standouts for the varsity were Jeff
&trio, and Jerry Rentschler with
two apiece.
Leading scorer for the Alumni

ic Club will enter
javelin throwers John Kaveny.
TOM Colby and John Burns. who
have thrown over 260 feet. They
will challenge Mike Metz of SJS.
who set a school record of ’251-2
last week.
Other top field event performers include long jumpers Stan
Royster of Athens 125-71 and
Marion Andersen of SJS t26-2),
triple jumper Lincoln Jackson of
Athens 152-5,4 ). high jumper
Reyna kb o Brovin of the Los Angeles Track Club 17-3), shot putter Bruce Wilhelm of Athens
(64-81, and discus thrower Jon
Cole (208-10).
The hurdle races feature Pat
Pomphrey, Gary Power, and SJS’
George Carty in the highs, and
Carty, Len Gaskill of SJS, Geoff
Vanderstock. and Larry Walls in
the intermediates.

The win was a step In the
right direction for coach Lee
Walton’s Spartans, who hope to
rebound to the form that brought
SJS the NCAA title two years
ago. SJS slumped to a 9.8 seasonal mark this past year.
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EDITOR’S NOTE: This is the
third in a series of five articles
previewing the SJS football
team’s 1970 petionnel. Today:
offensive backs.
By KEN LUTHAr
Daily Sports Editor
With a quarterback who threw
an average 30 times per game
and a record breaking receiver
who averaged 15 yards a reception returning next season, one
might think that footballs again
will fill the air during the Spartan’s 1970 grid season.
Senior quarterback Ivan Lippi
(6-4, 210) who had 105 completions in 301 attempts good for
1395 yards in 1969, along with
split end Butch Ellis (5-10, 160)
who set a club record with 46
receptions, both return for another year.
But offensive back coach John
Mackovic and head coach Joe
McMullen would like to see a
more balanced attack to take
some of the pressure (and linemen) off their quarterback and
bit more pleasant for
make life

I

Intramurals

I

Entry forms for golf, along
with green fees, are due tomorrow while entries for coed volleyball will be due Friday.
The intramural track and field
meet will be held April 14 and 15
at the Tartan track.
In fast pitch softball action
Monday, pitcher Ed Swann drove
in the winning run in the bottom
of the seventh inning to give Da
Fuzz a 6-5 win over The Farm.
In other games, the Hoop Club
defeated Southside, 4-2: the
Charlatans beat Nosotros by 7-4
and Moose outscored Moulder,
13-8 despite home runs by the
losers’ Ray Frost and Lea Yu.

Dale Knot t (64), 210) who is
their running backs come next
pushing Merlini at fullback and
year.
Gary Flonkanen 6-1, 2001, also
"Our backs are bigger and
is fullback candidate.
stronger than last year," Mackovic noted; "and we’re going to
Returning Calvin Lewis (6-0,
try to run the ball more this
160) and Joe Washington (6-1,
year."
’ 1851 are split end hopefuls.
The 1969 Spartan backs
Mackovic optimistically sum(Frank Slaton, Glenn Massenmarizer the prospects, ’"Chey are
gale and Mike Scrivner) had
all good enough to help us. We
their hands full keeping alive and
have better receivers . . . we’ll
weren’t big enough to puncture
.
throw to our tight end more
opposing lines. But spring workSherman, Davis, Lassiter and
outs have indicated the SparDilts can score from anywhere on
tans may have better all-around
the field."
talent to produce a more balThe quarterback position apanced running-receiving game.
pears to be Lippi’s, who is "three
With returning fullback Larry
or four" steps quicker. But the
Merlini (5-9, 200), SJS’ leading
number two position is up for
ground gainer last year (423
grabs between returning Pat
yards, 3.9 average), sophomore
Casey (6-2, 1901, transfer Wayne
Jimmy Lassiter (5-10, 180) at
Obbereuter 15-10, 175) and Gary
flanker, along with returnee Earl
Tomasso (5-11, 185), up from the
Sherman (5-10, 170) and the twofrosh team.
some of transfer Al Ghysels and
Casey completed 16 of 50
Dan Johnson at tight end, plus
passes for 161 yards last year
the sure-handed Ellis back, SJS
while throwing seven intercepappears to have more weapons
tions and one touchdown aerial.
offensively.
Along with that group, the
Spartans boast some talented inOFF
dividuals also fighting for positions. Clint Di 1 ts (5-11, 185)
When ASB Card Is Presented
transfer from Cabrillo who ran 91
With Soiled Garments
yards in Saturday’s scrimmage
is vying for a backfield slot as
are Erick Davis (5-8, 170) sophomore: Joe Hicks (5-10, 195) who
CLEANING CENTER
was pushing Sherman before suf266 F.. SANTA CLARA
fering a hairline leg fracture;

AVOID THE HASSLE OF THURS.-SAT. CROWDS
STOP BY SUN. -WED, NIGHTS

0\1.1

ii.virr_

5161 Stevens Creek Rd.
248-9858

..

951 TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
SAN JOSE
246-6672

Ace Laundromat
346 E. Williams
San Jose, Calif.

City ..

Soar

Zip

SPECIAL PURCHASE

ifs

RPM RECORDS

Special Offer
Manufacturer’s

CURRENT HITS
& GOLDEN OLDIES
YOUR CHOICE

Close-Out On
HI -Fl LP’s

670

Only

Each

CHOOSE FROM ARTISTS: Steve Lawrence,
The Living Strings, Jimmy Reed, The Four
Seasons, Jimmy Smith, Original Movie Sound
Tracks, and Oldies But Goodies.

REGULAR 1.29 VALUE
Choose from many current
hits and golden oldies....
12 records, 24 tunes.

SURROUND YOURSELF WITH
THE SOUND OF STARS

Barbra
Streisand’s
Greatest
Hits
ino.,,,,,p.00e
Second Hand
Rose

My Man
\rey?e
Apr,
aaii;
’4111,1HaX
Free Agn

ON COLUMBIA RECORDS!
Reg. $5.98 Reg. $4.98 Reg. $6.98
Values
Values
Values
$3.59 each $2.99 each $3.99 each

ALEC
400 S. Saratoga Ave.
San Jose

including.
Poen. Bur The People lln The Country/The Road
It Better End Soon/Where Do We Go From Here!

BARBARA STREISAND "Greatest Hits’

CHICAGO "Chicago"

AMY WILLIAMS’SREATEST HITS
Happy Mot
Moon River
TM
Vileddingnal=
Born Free
DeAdROIWine

?goy& Illitroic
AirmisomPanwilowineme

Menet. print
Nome

Guitar lessons are also available
for your convenience.
84 E. San Fernando
298-5404

.

4,
4..

a,,,

and more

4*

Drive-in and Dining Room Service
94’

TICO S

ANDY WILLIAMS "Greatest Hits"

1 AC 0 S

BLOOD, SWEAT & TEARS
"Blood, Sweat & Tears"

Cl,EIL CONS IN

mow BY MILES DAVIS

MILES DAVIS
BITCHES BREW
INCLUDING:
PHARAOH S DANCE
SPANISH KEY
JOHN 11.1cLAUG14.1N
NILES RUNS DIE
Y00000 DOWN

SetralehRT

EAT AT TICO’S

JOHNNY CASH
"Hello I’m Johnny Cash"

Simon

and
Garfunkel
Bridge
Over
Troubled
Water
encitierN

The 0’ or
Baty Onvin
Bye Bye t nve
Keep TN.
Custom,
Selishen
Byr

Wide

Phone Orders 297-8421

4th and St. James

lu.

Tiger M Enterprises
Box 5099
San Jose, Ca. 95150

Dinner and drinks are inexpensive (small sirloin &
beef kabob: $3.25 ea.; and the best entertainment in town is still free.)

THURS.

We have the largest selection of
guitars and drums in town.

to Serve You

add,.

Sr ntl ru.40..1 ..1111 rl.erk

WASH
DRY
FOLD

MUSIC TURN YOU ON?
TURN ON TO MUSIC
Buy or Rent a Guitar or Drum

Two Locations

A

Special Offer SJS
Students $2.50 per 1000

10%
ON ALL
DRY CLEANING.

A game between Red Horde
and Zig Zags was called due to
excessive length and ended in a
10-10 tie.
Slow pitch play saw Red Horde
outscore Reggie’s Raiders, 10-8
while F Troup won by forfeit
over ATO and AFROTC picked
up a forfeit win over Moulder.
Today’s important games pit
the Jocks against Red Horde,
Charlatans against Da Fuzz, The
Farm versus Southside and Zig
Zags against Hoop Club.

..1.1.011

First Tinie Iii I
Peace
It. tarn 1,1Irre
Mallitog
kyr

JOHN MACKOVIC ... Offensive back coach

Football ReportCoaches Seek ’
More Balanced Offensive Unit

n ee
I:
Photography

I

SANTANA "Santana"

M I LiS DAVIS ’Bitches Brew"

SIMON & GARFUNKEL
-Bridle Over Troubled Water"

9-SPARTAN DAILY

Wednesday, April 29, 1970

EOP Students To Rap

Spartaguide
ter. 11:30 a.m., IS 222. Field trip
signups will be taken.

TODAY
Ciunpus Ansixousadors, 10:30
aladrone
a.m. to 1:30 p.m..
Room. Russian Iti%er retreat will
be planned and discussed. For
more information, see or call
Berry Keiser. 294-4911.

Student Mobilization I’onunittee to End the War in Vietnam,
(MM(’), 12:30 p.m., C.U. Calaveras lisxun.
International Week, 3 p.m. In
tercultural Center, 292 S. Ninth
St. A very important meeting
for those clubs and organizations
participating in the Culture Fair
and the International Food Bazaar. Final plans will be discussed.

Progressive Student AseecksRon, 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.. barbecue
pits. Free Mexican food to encourage voter participation.
Faculty Rook Talk, 12:30 p.m..
C.U. Umunhum Room. Dr. Carlene Young of Black Studies to
speak on "Blaek Rage" by W.
Grier and "Black Families in
White America," by A. Billingsley:
National Association of Endue trial TychoIchns, student chap-

1970 Classic Slim Seelea, 3:30
and 7 p.m., Morris Dailey. "All
Quiet un the Western Front"
sponsored by AS., CUPS, AudioVisual Service Center. Free.
Phratereo International, 3:30
p.m., C.U. Calaveras Room.
Cirole K International, 4:30
p.m., CL’. Costimoan Room.

AMAZING

Co - Bee, 7:30 to 9:30 p.m.,
Women’s Gym. Swim, dance, or
play badminton table tennis or

NATURAL

VITAMIN

Sierra Club, 7:30 p.m., C.U.
Onstarsion Room. All interested
students are invited to attend.

no037-01

BY:
SHERATON
LABORATORIES

XEROX

-Naturally-

Copies

NOW AT:

to Choose
Legal or 3 Hole Punch
Free Collating
6 Colors

THE PLACE TO SAVE ..

Campus Copy ,0

Bantam Discoun+

480 S. 10th
295.7778

92 So. 1 st

PSAtells
San
where
Los Angeles, Hollywood Burbank, and San
Diego. So go. From
San Jose. Call your
campus rep, your
travel agent, or PSA.

gives you a lift..
You’re missing a great meal
until you try
Red Barn’s combination of a

BIG BARNEY
with French Fries and
Coke% Orange, or Root Beer

64
Expires April 30

with this ad

Regular

90/

RED Rome

STITH AND SANTA CLARA

getteeen the litte4
By Ed Ludwig
Gtrt.al Book Dant

Spartan Bookstore
In the College Union"
THERE’S ONE moderately best-selling book for which I have never seen
an ad. There may have been such ads over the years, but I - and my
bookselling cohorts - have not seen them. I THINK an explanation might
lie in the fact that our advertising industry, splendidly geared to proclaim
this marvels of deodorants, falls flat on its face while attempting to describe a book that is truly beautiful and, at once, truly sad, THE BOOK IS:
I NEVER SAW ANOTHER BUTTERFLY, published by McGraw-Hill
($4.50). although printed in Czechoslovakia. It is a collection of poems
and drawings made by children in the Torten Concentration Camp during
th years 1942.1944. There were 15,000 children under 15 in the ghetto,
all of them too wis, and knewina that th greatest gift they could ever
have would be just one more day of life.
ANOTHER LITTLE "sleeper" is a 82.95 paperback.
LISTEN TO LOVE. compiled by Louise M. Savory and published by the
Regina Press. This is the type of gift book that sings, its theme reflections
on Seasons of the Year. Its photos - which I should think every photographer would want to own - are those of Today. Its poems, whether of
a Joan Baer, a Walt Whitman, or of the New Testament, are dill singing
to us.
DOES ANYONE HAVE an old recluse of an unf named Hope Mi...?
She’s just published an adult fantasy of the LORD OF THE RINGS type
and celled
LUDINTHE.MIST (Salient’. - 95c). And even Bellenfine doesn’t know
who or where she is - except that the book first appeared in the 1920’s.
GOES TO PROVE you don’t have to be a big-nanue author to be published.

The minority student and nigher education will be the theme
Tau Delta Phi, 7:30 p.m., New
College Bldg., 414 E. William,
Kabul Club, 8 p.m., CU PacifIra Room.
TOMORROW
Angrl Flight, 7:30 p.m., MH
Fourth floor orderly room.
Chi Alpha, 7:30 pan., 784 Nevin
Way, Apt. 5, San Jose. For more
information or
transportation
phone 274-3018.
Christian Science Organization,
7:30 pin., Memorial Chapel.
Financial Management Association, 7:30 p.m., Blum’s Restaurant, Town & Country Village
Sutro & Co. representative Everett Price to speak on investment
banking.
Manpower Administration
Club, 7:30 p.m., C.U. Calaveras
Room. Discussion on the club’s
future and presentation of Miraclub awards planned. Refreshments to be served.
filkl Club, 7:30 pin., JC 14L
Club elections to be held and
beach party to be planned.
Campus Crusade For Christ, 8
p.m., C.T.T. Costanoan Room. The
second of the two-part series on
"The evidence for the Resurrection of Jesus Christ" to be presented. Everyone is invited to
attend.
CONTINUOUS
Friends Outside, 712 Elm St.,
295-6033 or 300 S. 10th St. Volunteers desperately needed as Big
Brothers and Sisters as well as
special tutors,

!car o icomo
To Talk Her e
Gubernatorial aspirant Ricardo
Romo will speak during a Seventh Street rally this afternoon.
The rally is scheduled to begin
at 12:20.
Also speaking will be Rick
Hyland, vice-chairman of the
California Peace and Freedom
Party: and a representative from
the Mexican-American Student
Coalition.
Romo will seek the Peace and
Freedom Party nomination for
governor in the June primary. He
will he opposed in the primary
by Warren A. Nielson, a San
Diego resident.
On April 29, Romo received the
endorsement of the 3,000-member state-wide Mexican-American
Political Association. He outpolled his nearest contender, Democrat Jess Unruh, by a two to
one margin.
The 29 year old candidate says
the aim of his campaign is to
"fozge an independent Chicano
political force in California."

Ham Hears
Red Satellite

of a panel discussion and film to
be shown tomorrow at 11:30 in
the Loma Prima Room of the
College Union.
The panel, to be made up mostly of EOP students, will discuss
the EOP budget cut, the California Master Plan for Higher

ANNOUNCEMENTS (II
YOGA & MEDITATION - MWFS 7:30.
9:30 eve. 70 Hawthorne Way, S.J. 2865487. Sri E. Alexandnau,
NON-PROFIT FLYING CLUB needs
students and licensed pilots. Four aircraft, low membership fees & monthly
dues. Cert. flight instructors avail. 246.
2481.
EUROPE CHARTER FLIGHTS. Several
summer fights $270/$325 - roundtrip,
$150 - one-way. Coordinator: Professor Frank Peel, 247 Roycroft. Long
Beach 90803, 438.2179,

Parts and Labor
with ASB card

Markitt
286-6500

375 S.

Adv.

RENAISSANCE ’70
Langan -Self -Buckley

Education, and junior college
EOP funding.
The film is about the Chicano blow -outs in East lios Angeles and is called ’The MexicanAmerican and Education."
It is hoped that faculty members who have classes at 11:30
tomorrow will bring their classes
to see the film and participate in
the discussion.

RECORD & TAPE SALE! 1 haveconnections w;th a wholesaler and can sup.
ply all the current LP records & tapes
at a 40% discount. All $5.00 LP’s sell
for $3.06: $6.00 LP’s for $3.62, etc. All
sales are on a special order basis. Place
your order by Tues., pick-up Fri. of the
same week. Hours 8:00 a.m. to 12:00
mid. M.S. Call & place an order. 29E0700: Ron - 12th St, it’s legit.
SMALL DRESS SHOP FOR SALE 1.v,ng quarters attached. Reasonable
price. Call 294.7629 or 258-9551.
STANDELL AMP. 4.10’s $175. Suns 200S
toe $250. SG Standard Gibson Guitar.
$300. Cell Gary at 264-5413.
PETRI FT Single Reflex Camera with
f/I.8 & 135 mm f/3.5 lenses. Cost $245.
Sell for $170. Call Laura at 286.9433.

THE IPCRESS FILE Friday May 1 Morris
Dailey 7 & 10 p.m. 50c.
THIS IS A beautiful world to be born
HELP WAIVIED (4:
into if you don’t mind e few people
dying all the time or a lot: of people
Ice
Cream, Soft Drink vending
SALE.
starving half the time which isn’t half
full time. Must have
so bad if it isn’t you. Freedom From route. Part or
We train. Mn, Edwards
license.
drivers
Hunger.
358 No. Montgomery 9-11 a.m. 297-4224.
WALK FOR DEVELOPMENT - May 3. INSIDE SALES - men, good salary.
6:30 a.m. at Central Park, American Start today, 22 hrs, a week. Work until
Freedom from Hunger R urdation.
summer. Apply 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. 210 S.
1st St. Rm, 207.
AUTOMOTIVE
I2’
MONEY motivated: Sales minded men
interested in fantastic future with one
PM REPAIR, New, Rebuilt or Used of largest recreational land developers.
Parts. Save $ on Labor & Parts. I will Call John Zevites, sales director, Great
buy your broken down or wrecked VW. Lakes Development Co., Hayward, Calif.
(415) 582.6586.
Herbert, 82 Goodyear, SJ, 292-3768.
’69 HONDA 90 SCRAMBLER. Red/ GIRLS - ATTENTION. Various posi(ions
open in several depts. Order check. - E,-. cord. Low mileage. Grad
...di S. Make offer. Call 286,- ing, Accts., Sales, Gen’l Office, and
collections. All positions are for trainees.
-2
.
rigs
Salary. Call 298.4479. 481 No, 1st St.
67 MUSTANG. Must sell. V-13, AT., PS., #27 San Jose,
Stereo. Chrome Wheels, take over pay- AMERICAN RED CROSS 292-6242 Ext,
ments & $300. 265.1993.
79 We need help again. M -F 20-30 hrs.,
’56 FORD. Good transportation! Good eve. through Sept. Applicants should be
condition. Asking $100 or best offer. math oriented or have a logical mind &
persistence in solving problems.
Call 295.2642 after 5:00 p.m.
’46 HONDA Sport 90- Excellent. $170 THE IPCRESS FILE Friday May 1 Morris
Dailey 7 & 10 p.m. 50c.
or best offer. Call 293.3090.
GUIDE TO TEACHING JOBS IN
’66 VW Bug. Engine good condition. EUROPE Covering 19 countries: 175
$900 or best offer. Call 289-8829 after English Language Schools: 250 US Col5 p.m. Weekdays.
lege Programs: foreign programs: comPONT. ’63 CAT. 2 dr. Ht. Ps. Pb. $525. mercial language schools: teacher agenVOLVO ’59 PV544 good cond. $250. Cell cies: visa and work permit info. $6
check money order. MEMA Publications,
251-4080 eves. Thank you.
PO Bog 4359, Berkeley, CA 94704.
’66 MUSTANG 3 sod. 6. $1100 or make
offer. Phone 265-4358. ’63 RANCHERO SINGLE WOMEN (2115) needed as
I sod. 6 $650 or make offer 265.4358. counselors for fire High Sierra private
girls camp to teach sailing. English,
MOTORCYCLE: ’67 Gainonii 155cc, 2 riding, crafts, dramatics and outcarnping.
cycle, almost new, low mileage, $200 - GEN. STAFF needed as bookkeeper.
286-0766.
head cook, second cook, custodian,
’MI HONDA 305 SCRAMBLER, 5000 mi. stable hand and program director. ExChrome and paint in good condition perience preferred. June I6-Aug. 19.
$425. Hi Rise Dorm 287-3481 Room 300 Phone 967-8612,
or 303.
HOUSING IS)
’62 COMET 38.000 mi., auto trans, radio
and htr., new tires, car like new. Best
FEMALES:
3
bdrrn. 2 bath apt. for rent
offer 289-8260.
’65 COMET CYCLONE 47,000 mi. New for the summer. $135 a month. Call 295fires, hardtop, automatic, radio/10r., 6589.
black int., gold ext. Make offer 289-8260. FURN. APTS. Suitable for 2 or 4 stuVW BUS - ’59 Set up for camping or dents. 292.7278. Near campus. Special
summer rates also.
not. $575. Cell 295-9412 anytime.
’66 TRIUMPH 500 cc - Gerriani, TT, FURNISHED 2 IDRM. APT. near camAlu. Cil IX. Street, Dirt, Dependable pus. Large rooms, quiet location $165/
nvnil 5 1 Phone 269.8931.
293.9818 Cris H.

10% OFF

Star Motor
Imports

PatMedi

Adv.

VOTE TODAY!
THIS IS THE YEAR TO
DECIDE THE DIRECTION OF THIS CAMPUS

Spartan Daily Classifieds

.1-96-4 VW. One owner. Excellent condition, $800.00 or offer. 961-6997. Call
evenings.
’65 MG Sedan 1100. Engine in excellent
condition. Blown 3rd gear. Many use.
dole nrcl excellent parts. 294-8528. Make
of!, F.tnnings after 4 p.m.
Chairman Mao’s pride and joy. T69 SUZUKI TS 250 $600. Like new. 28-7-.
7951
Communist China’s first satellite,
was picked up Monday morning
FOR SALE (3)
at the SJS Amateur Radio Station in the Engineering Building U.S. SURPLUS: Field Jackets, Combat
by Jim Cannon.
Boots, Bell Bottom Pants, Navy Pea Coats,
Cannon first heard the broad- Hippie Fashions: Furs, Leather Vest end
cast at approximately 10 a.m. Hats, Fur Coats, London Bobbie Capes
& many other goodies. Jack end Pat’s
Monday but wasn’t quite sure 3rd Hand Store, 375 E. Hedding bewhat it was. By the time he tween 8th & 9th St. 293.4651.
obtained verification, the satel- SURPLUS - G.I. and COMMERCIAL
lite was gone.
field jackets, pea coats, bell bott, pants,
According to Cannon, the sa- clothing, polyfoam, camping supplies,
tellite circles the earth every 114 back packing gear, boots. BARGAIN
CITY, 260 N. lot St. Hours: 9-6. Closed
minutes but can he picked up Sundays. 287-3942.
best in this area at 10 am. or
CLASSICAL GUITAR with case. Excel.
10 p.m. It can only he heard for Cond. 540 292.5513.
about 20 minutes at a time.
SYLVANIA PORTABLE STEREO W/
"The satellite transmits vari- Gerrard turntoble. Pickering cartridge,
ous audio frequencies which sim- headphones, tape jack, new diamond
ulate the notes of the Chinese needle. Paid $240. Sell $140. Mint cond.
Call 247.0547 eves. after 6 p.m.
National Anthem," he said. He
added that the sounds are a CDC 3300 high speed digital computer,
only used 1.3 hours daily depending on
series of beeps which simulate
mood. Dirt cheap or trade for System
music. As far as he knows, no 360. Call T. Blomberg, NRDC. 294-6414
music is actually being played. mt. 2941.
GUITAR AMP. SUPRO 2.12" speakers.
Exc. cord. Must sell. Orig. price $250.
Will sell for $125 cash. Call 262.2183.
Ask for Rudy after 8 p.m.

You bring it in and
we’ll fix it
overhaul
lube
brakes
Free Body Estimates

P.tiosei

3 ORM. crop apt. for . e. be
1 C’
wash/dryer. exc. cond. Florence Ave. $131/mo. 259.3107.
LARGE HOUSE - To six students male
or female - 3 bedrooms - two bath washer & dryer call Dave or Gene 287-4141. $42.50 par mo.
FEMALE ROOMMATE needed for summer - help find apt., upper div, or
grad. Call Terry 298.7968.
ART STUDIO, or OFFICE w/darkroom,
1/2 Wk. from SJS $50/mo. 48 S. 4th #8
or 287.7387.
MALE - HOUSE, 5 bedrooms - share
with another. $46.67/mo. Call 297.7497
642 So. 10th St.
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED over
21) Royal Lanai Apt. - Pool, Sauna
$43.75/mo. 272.0804.
1-2FEMALES TO SHARE 3 bdrm, house
with 2 others. East foothills. $46.25/mo.
plus utilities. Cell 259-0647 after 6.
TWO GIRLS needed to share two bedroom apt. with two others for Fall. Call
295-4764.
FEMALE STUDENT room and board in
exchange for occasional household help.
home in S. San Jose, call 266 .
8P4riv2ate
s
ROOMMATES needed, 2 girls for fell
sem, to share nice apt, next to campus.
Call after 7 p.m. 298-6937.
TOWNHOUSE5-2 bdrm. Clean, qui;17,
lots of parking, Summer rates $125/mo.
446 S. 11th, 679 S. Ilth, 296.7143.
FANTASTIC! 470 Luxury apts. Now faking applic. for summer & fall. VERY
low summer rates. Call Bobbi or Steve
470 So. 11th St
LOST AND POUND

3
4
5
6

Ilnes
lines
linos
liner.

Add this
amount for
each addi
tional line

One

day

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00
*50

Two days

SERVICES 181
AUTO INSURANCE -- Annual Liability
Rates - Married or Single Age 24 and
up $93. Married age 19 to 23 $147. Mr.
Toll 241-3900.
EXPERIENCED TYPING - Electric.
Term Piwers. Thesis etc. Dependable.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

To Place
an ad:

Come to:
Classified Adv.
Office -J206
MON.-WED.-FRI.
11 -1 - 1:30-3:30
TUES.-THURS.
9:30-10:30 - 2-4
Send in handy order blank
Enclose cash or check.
Make check out to Spartan
Daily Classifieds.
Phone 294-64)4. Ext. 24E5

7’0

r
PAP’PEN TO ENJOY BA5KEI’M
- WHAT’5
to oc, wiTH AnY GRADING 51’EM?"

Thres days Four days

Flee days

-FM-trio3.00
3.50

2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75

2.40
2.90
3.40
3.90

2.5
.00
3.50
4.00

.50

.50

.50

.50

[1 Help Wanted (4)
0 Housing (5)
0 Lost and Farad (6)

THAT ciffr

No refunds on cancelled ads Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 letters .,nd spaces for each line)

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION
lp Announcements (1)
0 Automotive (2)
El Fat UN (3)

en.

LOST: MALE POMERANIAN. Lost neer
SJS Campus. Huge reward. Call 293TRANSPORTATION 191
2799.
LOST: Ecology test and notebooks. ReCHARTER FLIGHTS TO EUROPE, $169
ward 353.2267. Need for class.
one way -$2l9 round trip. Japan, &M.
Contact Prof. Maga. 293-1033.
PIRSONAIS 171
EUROPE - ISRAEL TRAVEL Win
COUNTS available to holders of the
PERSON WHO TOOK 2 drawings from international student identity card. Fre
Survival Fair: I need them desperately info, regarding travel discounts end pee
for Grad School portfolio. Call 292-9775 chase of card, CONTACT: Intarnatfami
or Survival Fair office. No questions Student Club of America, 11687 SVII
Vicente Blvd. *4, L.A., Calif.9004/,
asked.
GOD IS PERSONAL Day end night, 1213) 843-5669. Or campus rep.: Fred
Dial Peace of Mind, 294.3333. Have you Black, 2536 Regent, Berkeley. (4151 843
1857.
reed the ’Hallelujah Times?’
PROFESSOR A.B. FALLICO, in my opie.
ion, is the greatest thing that ever happened to this campus. H. Gamahucher,
THE IPCRESS FILE Friday May 1 Morris
Dailey 7 & 10 p.m. 50c.
DENNIS - The Shakes are hungry and
waiting for youl Lyn.

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Three lines
One day

61

EXPERIENCED TYPIST, Accurate, Fast.
Inn a cit. 5 miles from campus. Mrs. Aeania--298-4104.
STUDENT TYPING in my tome. Fast. Ac.
curate, Minor Editing. Mrs. Baxter. Phone
244.6381.
FOUND THAT SPECIAL someone yet?
Dustcnctive wedding invitations by Robert
Hall. 440 W. Taylor, S.J. 291-23011.
OUTSTANDING TYPING - SeloctrisTerm Papers, reports, manuscriPts. V.
Barker. 294-0076. Weekdays only 114.
EXPERIENCED TYPING - ELECTRIC
Master’s - Reports - Dissertations.
Marianne Tamberg, 1924 Harris Ave.
Call 371-0395, San Jose.
TYPING - thesis, term papers, etc.,
experienced and fast. Phone 269-4674.
RENT A TV OR STEREO OR TANI
RECORDER: Free Service. No confiset.
Free Delivery in S.J. Call fiche’s
2598.
GENERAL ELECTRIC APPLIANCES POR
OVERSEAS USE. 220 Volt - 50 cycle.
Factory Mfg. major and small appliances
Allied Export Distributors, 522 Marcher)}
Street, S.F. 94111.
MOTORCYCLE INSURANCE - Annual
liability rates. 100 cc/$28. 300 cc./$31
450 cc/$45. Call Mr. Neal, 241-3900.
AUTO INSURANCE as low as $109 per
year for married, good students. Ake
excellent savings for single men over 21.
Call George Campbell 244.9600.
BEAT INFLATION - Make fine wine
and other quality beverages at home.
Malt products. SJ HOME BOTTLER. 309
STOCKTON. 2-6 p.m. 287-0370.
STEREO RENTALS-portable or console.
Call Esche’s, 251.2598.
EXPERIENCED Day Care 2 to 5 yrs.,
near San Jose State. Full or part time
293.4306.

Personals (7)
Swim (6)
Tranipmtaten (B)

Print Name

Foe

Add..

Enclosed is $

City

Phone

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE, CALIF.
95114
Mum allow 2 days attar placing Pm ad faOMNI.

Days

